Tasks and Whiteboard-Icons and Buttons

Tasks and the
Whiteboard can be
found here.

On The Tasks page
Access to the
whiteboard from
within the tasks page

Current list of Task
Codes

Add a new Task
code through
here

Add a note through here. Notes
show at the bottom of the Tasks on
mobile and may be Meeting notes
and so on.

Go ahead or
back one week
at a time

Unassigned Tasks have
come here from a mobile
device. If you click on this
icon all of the unassigned
tasks will be displayed.
If you are currently displaying a week
other than the current week, just click
on today and you will go back to the
current week.

The repeat button is used
when creating repeat tasks.
More detail on that
elsewhere

This is an unassigned
task that has come
through from a mobile
device.

By clicking this icon the task will go
directly on to the whiteboard. The icon
will display in red indicating that it is on
the Whiteboard

Clicking anywhere on the box
will direct you through to the
edit page where you can make
necessary changes.

This is the Edit page
referred to above.

Easy to see who
added the task and
when

For those that have more than one
farming unit on a single Agrismart
licence you can select any of your
locations from here.

Quickly check if tasks have been
completed by selecting Yes or
No

Choose to display one or
more of your staff at a time
by using This Filter.

Drag and drop tasks over to the Waste bin.
This is one way to delete delete. Another
option is to click on what needs to be
deleted and then click the delete button.

If you click
this icon the
descriptions
of all the
tasks will be
displayed.

This is the list of
tasks that you have
created personally
for your own
business.

Duplicate

Delete

This is the Key to the
colours on the Task
calendar. All of these
colours are populated from
the Roster calendar. If you
use the Tasks calendar but
not the Roster Builder then
your Task calendar will be
totally
(Not Working Key)

Edit

Once you have used icons in the tasks they can’t
be deleted but they can be de-activated. This is
the de-activate button

